Abstract. We give a detailed account of an ab initio spectral approach for the calculation of energy spectra of two active electron atoms in a system of hyperspherical coordinates. In this system of coordinates, the Hamiltonian has the same structure as the one of atomic hydrogen with the Coulomb potential expressed in terms of a hyperradius and the nuclear charge replaced by an angle dependent effective charge. The simplest spectral approach consists in expanding the hyperangular wave function in a basis of hyperspherical harmonics. This expansion however, is known to be very slowly converging. Instead, we introduce new hyperangular sturmian functions. These functions do not have an analytical expression but they treat the first term of the multipole expansion of the electron-electron interaction potential, namely the radial electron correlation, exactly. The properties of these new functions are discussed in detail. For the basis functions of the hyperradius, several choices are possible. In the present case, we use Coulomb sturmian functions of half integer angular momentum. We show that, in the case of H − , the accuracy of the energy and the width of the resonance states obtained through a single diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, is comparable to the values given by state-of-the-art methods while using a much smaller basis set. In addition, we show that precise values of the electric-dipole oscillator strengths for S → P transitions in helium are obtained thereby confirming the accuracy of the bound state wave functions generated with the present method.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of hyperspherical coordinates in describing strongly correlated two-electron atomic systems has provided a deep insight into electron dynamics. In this system of coordinates, the structure of the Hamiltonian is the same as for atomic hydrogen: the electrostatic potential can be written as C(Ω)/R where R is an hyperradius which determines the size of the system and C(Ω) is an effective charge depending on a hyperangle describing radial correlations, and on the polar and azimuthal angles of both electrons. Initially, Bartlett [1] and Fock [2] were the first to study with this system of coordinates, the ground state wave function of helium and to derive a series expansion, known as the "Fock expansion" that accounts for all the singularities occurring when both electrons are close to each other and when each electron is close to the nucleus. Later on, and in order to study doubly excited states of He and H − , Macek [3] introduced an adiabatic expansion that has the same form as a Born-Oppenheimer expansion providing a convenient framework to elucidate the symmetry of these doubly excited states (see also [4] ). Although most of the theoretical work based on this approach [3, 5, 6] has mainly focused on qualitative interpretation of two-electron processes, it has also produced quantitative results on the energy eigenstates of He and H − as well as on cross-sections for photon and electron impact collisions with atoms [7] . Very accurate results have been obtained by including non-adiabatic coupling terms, making the efficiency of this method at least comparable to other highly sophisticated approaches [8] .
Spectral approaches employing hyperspherical coordinates have also been used to solve directly both the stationary and the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (see for instance [9] ). The simplest method is based on expanding the hyperangular wave function in a basis of hyperspherical harmonics [10] . Such spectral approaches are particularly indicated in the treatment of electron impact ionization of atomic hydrogen and double photoionization of two-electron atomic systems since in the hyperspherical system of coordinates, the double continuum wave function takes a very simple analytical form when the electrons are both asymptotically far from the residual ion [11] . However, it turns out that the convergence of such an expansion in hyperspherical harmonics is usually very slow [12, 13] . In fact, hyperspherical harmonics are not suitable for describing a situation where one electron is very far from the other.
In order to study low-energy fragmentation states of three-charged particle systems, and in particular, Wannier's threshold laws, Macek and Ovchinnikov [14] replaced the basis of hyperspherical harmonics by a very small size basis of what they called angle sturmians. These functions that depend on all the angles, are orthonormal with respect to the effective charge C(Ω) and, as a result, describe very well the angular motion of the electrons in situations where one electron stays confined while the second one moves slowly away. In the present contribution, we follow a similar idea and introduce a basis of hyperangular sturmian functions of the hyperangle. These functions are solutions of a Sturm-Liouville equation in which the weight function is an effective charge that includes the electron-nucleus interaction potentials and the first term of the multipole expansion of the electron-electron interaction term. Those functions form a complete and discrete set of L 2 -integrable functions that are orthogonal with respect to this effective charge. By comparison, hyperspherical harmonics whose dependence on the hyperangle is expressed in terms of Jacobi polynomials, are solutions of a Sturm-Liouville equation that does not involve any effective charge. As a matter of fact, these functions give a poor description of the electron angular motion.
In this contribution, we show that accurate values of the bound state eigenenergies and of the energy and width of the doubly excited states for He and H − may be obtained from a single diagonalization of the atomic hamiltonian calculated in a sturmian basis of moderate size of which is significantly smaller than for example a basis set of hyperspherical harmonics. In addition, in order to assess the accuracy of the bound state wave functions, we calculate the electric-dipole oscillator strengths for S → P transitions in helium. Our results obtained in the length gauge demonstrate that the wave functions are very accurate even at large distances.
The paper is divided in two sections. The first one is devoted to the general theory. After briefly reviewing the hyperspherical coordinates, we introduce our sets of hyperangular and hyperradial sturmian functions used for the spectral analysis of the solution of the time independent Schrödinger equation with or without complex rotation of the Hamiltonian. The reasons why hyperangular sturmians are more appropriate than Jacobi polynomials, are discussed in great detail. We also compare sturmian expansions in spherical and hyperspherical coordinates. In particular, we show that the optimization of the sturmian basis in terms of free nonlinear parameters may be carried out in both systems of coordinates. Results for the energy of bound states, energy and width of doubly excited states for He and H − and electric-dipole oscillator strengths in the length gauge for S → P transitions in He are presented, discussed and compared to very accurate existing data. To conclude, we show in what context the use of such a basis of hyperangular sturmians is pertinent. Atomic units are used throughout unless otherwise specified.
THEORY

Basic formulae
The wave function of a two-electron atomic system with total angular momentum L, L z component M , and total energy E β , satisfies the following stationary Schrödinger equation:
where r 1 and r 2 are the position vectors of both electrons with respect to the nucleus. H I is the independent electron Hamiltonian which is:
where Z denotes the charge of the nucleus which is assumed to be infinitely massive. U is the electron-electron interaction Hamiltonian which can be expressed in terms of its well known multipole expansion as follows:
where r < =min(r 1 , r 2 ) and r > =max(r 1 , r 2 ) with (r i , θ i , φ i ) the spherical coordinates of the position vector r i ( i = 1, 2). Let us consider the hyperspherical coordinate system which are related to the spherical coordinates as follows:
where r 1 and r 2 are replaced by the hyper-radius R and the hyper-angle α
In hyperspherical coordinates, the kinematics of three particles is reduced to that of the motion of one body of mass µ on the five-dimensional surface of a six-dimensional sphere whose variable radius is R. R varies from zero to infinity and the hyperangular coordinate α varies between 0 and π/2. The reduced mass µ is defined as µ = m i m j m k /(m i + m j + m k ) where m i , m j and m k are the masses of the three particles. For the case under consideration here -one nucleus and two electrons -the reduced mass is equal to 1 in the limit of an infinitely massive nucleus.
In this system of coordinates, the wave function of the two-electron atomic system satisfies the stationary Schrödinger equation:
where the independent electron Hamiltonian H I and the electron-electron interaction become respectively:
The Casimir operator Λ 2 appearing in Eq. (8) is given by: 
In this system of coordinates, the electron-electron and the electron-nucleus Coulomb interactions are reduced to a hyperspherical Coulomb interaction C(α,r 1 ,r 2 )/R where C(α,r 1 ,r 2 ) can be considered as an effective charge depending on the angles only:
In order to eliminate the first derivatives both in R and α in the Hamiltonian (8) and the Casimir operator (10), it is convenient to introduce the wave function transformation:
With this change of function the Schrödinger equation (7) is transformed into the following equation for Ψ L,M β (R, α,r 1 ,r 2 ):
where the reduced Casimir operatorΛ 2 is:
Spectral analysis of the solution
In order to solve Eq. (14), for Ψ L,M β (R, α,r 1 ,r 2 ) given in Eq. (13) we use the following expansion:
where we take into account the exchange of the electrons. S is the total electron spin taking the value 0 and 1 for singlet and triplet states respectively. To solve Eq. (14) any type of basis function can be used both for S n,p (R) and φ
(α,r 1 ,r 2 ). However, we choose here to use sturmian functions both for the hyperradial and the hyperangular parts.
Hyperangular sturmian functions
An apparently natural definition for the hyperangular basis functions results from the definition of the reduced Casimir operator given by Eq. (15) . In many mathematical books [15] , it is found that the eigenfunctions φ L,M p,l 1 ,l 2 (α,r 1 ,r 2 ) ofΛ 2 satisfy the following eigenvalue problem:
and are written in terms of bipolar harmonics Y L,M l 1 ,l 2 (r 1 ,r 2 ) and Jacobi polynomials P
where λ = 2p + l 1 + l 2 is a non-negative integer. These functions which are the socalled hyperspherical harmonics, are the eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum of the system, but they do not include any of the correlation produced by the Coulomb interaction. For that reason, the convergence of expansion (16) is very slow. In order to overcome this problem, we define here an hyperangular sturmian basis that includes most of the correlation produced by the three-body Coulomb interactions.
Similarly to what was done by Macek and Ovchinnikov [14] and [16, 17] and instead of solving the simple Eq. (17) we consider the following equation:
which results from the Schrödinger Eq. (14) by replacing R by ρ, Z by Z and C(α) bỹ C(α) which we will call the reduced effective charge and which is defined as follows:
We write the eigensolution φ
where
with the boundary conditions:
In Eq. (22), λ is considered as a fixed parameter, 2ρ p (λ) is the eigenvalue andC(α) is the weight function. The functions H l 1 ,l 2 p,Z,λ (α) form an orthogonal and complete set of functions:
and
To within a scale factor (1/R), the reduced effective charge includes the electron-nucleus interaction and the first term v 0 (α) of the multipole expansion of the electron-electron interaction U given by Eq. (9). v 0 (α) is in fact the radial electronic repulsion. Becausẽ C(α) is the weight function in the orthonormality relation (25) , it must have a fixed sign in its domain of definition. This implies that none of the higher order terms of the multipole expansion of U can be included inC(α) without affecting the positive definite character of the weight for all values of α. This contrasts with the approach of Macek and Ovchinnikov where the full effective charge C(α,r 1 ,r 2 ) of Eq. (14) was considered.
It is important to note that our hyperangular sturmian functions have no known analytical solution. Instead, it is necessary to derive them numerically. In addition to the fully numerical approach developed in [16, 17] , we use in this contribution two spectral methods based on an expansion in Tchebychev polynomials and also an expansion in terms of B-splines. It turned out that the B-spline expansion is the most accurate of the spectral methods considered here. This expansion and the problem of the exchange of the electrons are treated in the next section.
Let us now discuss in more detail why the hyperangular sturmian basis is by far, more appropriate than the Jacobi polynomial basis in the present case. There are essentially two reasons: the hyperangular sturmians take explicitly into account both the electron-nucleus and the electron-electron interactions. In general, in an atomic twoelectron system, at least one of the electrons is localized around r 1 0 or r 2 0 in the bound states, the single continua and the excitation-ionization channels. In these cases and for most values of R, the corresponding states will be localized close to α 0 or α π/2. This means that somehow we need to concentrate the nodes of the hyperangular eigenfunctions in those regions of α. The Jacobi polynomials do not fulfill this condition; their nodes are spread almost uniformly along the α axis between 0 and π/2. Taking into accountC(α) given by Eq. (20) in Eq. (22) moves the nodes to the inner regions close to 0 or π/2.
It is quite easy to understand why the inclusion of the electron-nucleus and the electron-electron interactions affects the location of the nodes of the hyperangular sturmian functions. To make this clear, let us consider Eq. (22) in the case where l 1 = l 2 = 0:
where we defined a = . The boundary conditions (23) and (24) force H 0,0 p,Z,λ (α) to be zero at the points 0 and π/2 allowing us to associate Eq. (27) well known quantum problem of a particle in a well with infinite walls. Let us suppose for the time being that we set ρ p = 0 in (27) . In that case, equation (27) becomes:
which is the same as the Schrödinger equation describing a free particle inside an infinite well where a is the energy eigenvalue. It is clear that the first function (p = 0) has no node, the second does have one, and the number of nodes grows as the eigenvalue grows. The nodes are regularly distributed along the region of α as if it were a string with both ends fixed. Now, let us take, e.g. ρ p = 1. Then, instead of having a particle in a simple well with infinite wall, we have still the walls but inside the well the potential varies as shown in Fig. (1) . In the figure we plotted the potential for different values of Z = 0.5, 1, 2 and 5. In the plot we included also the potential corresponding to the independent electron (no correlation) model. As the potential becomes more attractive near the borders, the kinetic energy increases significantly leading to fast oscillations of the wave function. That means that the nodes are going to be mainly localized closer to the borders of the wells in the shaded area in Fig. (1) . Besides, when comparing the potentials in Fig. (1) , we notice that the width of the potential wells decreases with increasing Z thereby implying a bigger concentration of nodes close to α = 0 and α = π/2. The case where Z 0.5 is when the potential is 0 at π/4. This is the extreme situation where the nodes are pushed away from the center and concentrate at the edges of the angular region.
In the previous description we assumed a as being the eigenvalue. However, in the methodology we are implementing, we are taking ρ p as the eigenvalue keeping a = 1 4 + λ(λ + 4) + 15 4 constant. This is what turns the H l 1 ,l 2 p,Z,λ (α) from energy eigenfunctions to angular sturmian functions. When keeping fixed 1 4 + λ(λ + 4) + 15 4 we are looking for all the potential strengths possessing that energy. This is similar to what we do with the Coulomb potential. If we fix the charge, the Schrödinger equation provides the energies. If we fix the energy, the equation gives all the charges whose corresponding potential is able to support one state of the given energy. In order to illustrate the above discussion, Fig.(2) shows the Jacobi polynomial of index 40 and compares it to the hyperangular sturmian of index 40 and Z = 0.5 for l 1 = l 2 = 0. We clearly see that in the case of the Jacobi polynomial, the nodes are distributed quasi uniformly along the α axis between α = 0 and α = π/2. This contrasts strongly with the hyperangular sturmian function the nodes of which are clearly concentrated around α = 0 and α = π/2. In Fig.(3) , we show the behavior of the same Jacobi polynomial very close to α = π/2 i.e. cos(2α) = −1 and compare it to the behavior of the same hyperangular sturmian as before and two other hyperangular sturmians, one corresponding to Z = 1 and the other one obtained within the independent electron model. As expected, the density of nodes close to π/2 increases when Z decreases. Table II , 503 B-splines have been used to generate the hyperangular sturmians.
In the above discussion, we mentioned the fact that our hyperangular sturmian functions take into account at least partially the electron-electron correlation. For that reason, we expect our hyperangular sturmian function basis to be appropriate to describe the electron-electron dynamics. This, is the basic brick of the three-body problem. This brings our basis closer to the fully correlated basis as those defined in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] but using hyperspherical coordinates. However, we must stress that our approach does not fulfill the Kato cusp condition associated with the two-electron coalescence. This means that the eigenenergy of mainly the ground state is limited to 5 or 6 digits. Note that for our purpose, this is sufficient. The other states are much less affected by this Kato cusp condition since the electrons are most of the time far from each other.
Hyperradial sturmian functions
Let us now consider the hyperradial sturmian functions S n,p (R). In the system of the hyperspherical coordinates, the Schrödinger equation (14) has the same structure as the equation for a hydrogen-like system. It is possible to use Generalized sturmian functions as done in [25] , however, as suggested in [17] for hyperspherical coordinates it is convenient to use Coulomb sturmian functions that are solution of the following Sturm-Liouville problem:
with the following boundary conditions:
In equation (29), and v are now half integers [26] given by:
where λ and n are positive integers with n ≥ λ + 1. κv is the eigenvalue where κ is an arbitrarily fixed parameter which acts like a spatial dilatation factor. The choice of the value of κ will be discussed later. Eq. (29) may then be rewritten as follows:
Note that the centrifugal terms in Eqs. (22) and (29) are similar. λ and λ can then be chosen identical to remove the centrifugal term from Eq. (14) . The analytical expression of the Coulomb sturmian function is:
where L 2λ +4
n−λ −1 (2κR) is a Laguerre polynomial. The normalization factor N κ n,λ given by:
is derived from the condition:
These Coulomb sturmian functions form a complete and discrete set of functions that are orthogonal with respect to a weight function which is the Coulomb potential 1/R.
Masili and Starace [27] found that including logarithmic terms in R in their basis expansions involving Slater orbitals improved convergence for a non optimised basis in calculating energy levels and the static and dynamic polarizabilities of helium. They also found that using an optimised basis of Slater orbitals in R without logarithmic terms gave similar accuracy. We do not include logarithmic terms in R in our basis but use an optimised basis by varying the κ parameter and using more than one κ.
Oscillator strengths
In order to assess the accuracy of both the energy and the wave function of the bound states obtained with our approach, it is instructive to calculate the corresponding oscillator strengths. They are expressed in terms of the electric-dipole matrix elements. Here, we assume that the electric field is linearly polarized along the the z-axis. For a transition from an initial state |Φ
, these oscillator strengths are defined in the length (L) and the velocity (V ) gauge as follows:
In expressions (38) and (39), E i and E f are the energies of the initial and final states and C is a constant equal to 2 and 5/3 for S → P and P → D transitions respectively. In practice, we first calculate the length and velocity gauge dipole matrix in our sturmian basis and then obtain the oscillator strength by moving from the sturmian basis to the atomic basis. The detailed calculation of the dipole matrix elements in the sturmian basis is lengthy but straightforward. We briefly describe this calculation in the appendix. 
It is straightforward to enforce the boundary conditions in equations (23) and (24) by having all of the B i equal to zero at α = 0 and α = π/2. The B-splines are a very flexible basis set allowing any form of mesh one would like in α and hence allowing for an accurate description of the H purpose, 50 hyperangular sturmians per (l 1 , l 2 ) pair is sufficient in most of the cases. If however higher eigenvalues are needed, Fig. (4) shows that bigger sizes of the B-spline basis will be necessary while using a density of mesh points higher near α = 0 and α = π/2.
Matrix formulation of the Schrödinger equation
Let us now consider the matrix formulation of the Schrödinger equation (14) . The solution (16) is first expanded in terms of hyperrangular and hyperradial sturmian functions. After substitution in equation (14) and making use of Eqs. (19) and (22), we obtain:
where only one of the terms needed to make symmetric the wave function was included to make the steps more easy to follow. Using Eq. (34) with λ = λ gives:
The hyperangular sturmian equation (22) provides a set of eigenvalues that can be assimilated to a discretization of the hyperradial coordinates. For R = ρ p , the first term in the above equation cancels exactly the parts of C(α,r 1 ,r 2 ) included inC(α,r 1 ,r 2 ). Projecting on the left with the basis functions and integrating we obtain:
where we used τ = {n, p, l 1 , l 2 }. As the result of the orthonormality relation of the sturmian functions we have:
It is interesting to note that using the hyperspherical coordinates, the hyperradial and the hyperangular integrations separate making the calculations easier.
Calculation of the energy and width of the doubly excited states
The energy and width of the doubly excited states are obtained by diagonalizing the complex scaled atomic hamiltonian. In the case of the hyperspherical coordinates system, it is only the hyperradius R which is affected by the complex scaling
where the scaling angle θ is real and positive. The atomic hamiltonian is no longer hermitian but complex symmetric with complex eigenvalues. The imaginary part of the energy represents half of the width of the corresponding state. For well described bound states, the imaginary part of the energy is zero while it is nonzero and negative for doubly excited states. It is interesting to note that instead of complex scaling the hamiltonian, it is equivalent to complex scaling the nonlinear parameter κ of the hyperradial sturmian:
In this condition, the hyperradial sturmian functions become complex and behave asymptotically as outgoing spherical waves.
Optimization of the sturmian basis
Our long term objective is to study the interaction of a two-active electron system with an external field by solving the TimeDependent Schrödinger Equation (TDSE). Within the framework of a spectral method, it is crucial to reduce as much as possible the size of the basis while keeping a good level of accuracy in describing the two-electron wave packet. Before describing an efficient way of optimizing this basis, it is convenient at this stage to compare the present approach to Lagmago's method [29] which uses a system of spherical coordinates. This latter method consists in expanding the solution of the TDSE in a basis of products of Coulomb-sturmian functions of the electron radial coordinates and bipolar harmonics of the angular coordinates. This method was extremely efficient to generate accurate values for the energy and width of a wide range of singlet and triplet resonance states of helium [30, 31] .
Lagmago's method has however two important drawbacks. First, the accurate calculation of the matrix associated to the electron-electron Coulomb interaction term which involves a double integration, requires a computer time that becomes prohibitive when many configurations are included. This is in fact the bottleneck of Lagmago's method. By contrast, this calculation in our new approach is trivial. Secondly in Lagmago's method, the density of single continuum states below the double ionization threshold obtained by diagonalizing the atomic hamiltonian is very low even for very large bases. We have checked that this is no longer the case in our new approach. Nevertheless, It has to be stressed that with a relatively small size basis, Lagmago's method allows one to generate very accurate energies for singly and doubly excited states [31] . This is particularly true when the level of excitation of both electrons is strongly asymmetric. In this latter case, the electronic cloud is characterized by two distinct regions of space where each electron state is practically coulombic, one close to the nucleus for the inner electron and a region at large distances for the outer electron. An efficient expansion for the wave function should then contain both distance scales and span the two regions simultaneously [29] . This is achieved by associating to each electron a different value of the nonlinear parameter κ (see Eq. (35)) in each product of Coulomb-sturmian functions. For a given atomic state, good values of the nonlinear parameters κ are consistently obtained by exploiting the fact that the Coulomb-sturmian function S κ i n, (r i ) (i = 1, 2 for electron 1 and 2 respectively) describes exactly an electron of energy = −κ 2 i /2 = −z 2 /n 2 in the field of a nucleus of charge z [32] . In order to describe accurately many atomic states with a single basis, it is therefore necessary to introduce various pairs (κ 1 , κ 2 ) of nonlinear parameters. This, however, makes the basis numerically overcomplete. It means that some of the eigenvalues of the overlap matrix are very close or equal to 0 because the corresponding eigenvectors are linearly dependent. In [32] , it is explained in detail how to eliminate these eigenvalues leading to a significant reduction -typically about 30 percents-of the size of the basis while giving a very good description of the electronic structure of the atom.
The sturmian basis that we developed in the system of hyperspherical coordinates can also be optimized by means of a very similar method. The hyperradial and hyperangular sturmian functions depend on the two nonlinear parameters κ and Z respectively. The idea is therefore to introduce several pairs (κ, Z) of nonlinear parameters within a single basis. This raises the question of the choice of these pairs of nonlinear parameters. In expression (35) of the hyperradial sturmian function, κ appears as a factor that scales the hyperradius R which in turns defines the size of the atom. A large κ is therefore used to describe accurately very compact atomic states as for instance the ground state while small values of κ will be more convenient for the description of excited states of the atom. In practice, we proceed as follows. For the compact ground state of helium, we take κ ∈ [1, 2] . Varying the value of κ in this interval hardly changes the value of the ground state energy for a fixed number of hyperradial sturmians. If we need to describe accurately asymmetrically excited states, it is the level of excitation of the most excited electron which determines the value of κ. Following what is done in [29] , we choose κ = 1/n where n is the principal quantum number of the most excited electron, assuming both electrons independent. When many excited states of the atom have to be well described simultaneously, we introduce several values of κ within the same basis. The other nonlinear parameter Z is associated to the hyperangle α which in turn controls the relative distance of the electrons with respect to the nucleus. Z can be interpreted as a weighted mean of the nuclear charges experienced by both electrons. If electron 1 is close to the nucleus while electron 2 is far from it, both electrons experience different nuclear charges: Z for electron 1 and Z − σ for electron 2 where σ results from screening by the inner electron. In practice, we choose Z = 2 for the ground state of helium. As a matter of fact, the ground state energy of helium is not very sensitive to the value of Z. However, for asymmetrically excited states of helium, it is important to choose a value of Z close to 0.5 which is the smallest possible value in order to take into account the fact that one electron may be very close to the nucleus while the other one is far, thereby requiring a good description of the wave function around α = 0 or π/2. It is precisely for Z = 0.5 that the number of nodes of the hyperangular sturmian is the highest around α = 0 and π/2.
Results and discussions
In the absence of electron-electron interaction, the system of hyperspherical coordinates "introduces" artificially radial electronic correlations. It is therefore interesting in this case, to compare the convergence of the energy of various bound states of helium without the electron-electron interaction term as a function of the number N of Jacobi polynomials or hyperangular sturmians used in the two corresponding bases. The results are given in Table 1 for the ground state energy and the energy of the 1s2s and 2p 2 states. In the case of our sturmian basis, we used 10 hyperradial sturmians and set κ = 2 and Z = 2. For the ground state energy, we see that the convergence is reached with only 7 hyperangular sturmians while more than 100 Jacobi polynomials are not sufficient to reach convergence. The same conclusions hold in the case of the 1s2s and 2p 2 states. A close look at the 1s2s state indicates that in the case of the Jacobi polynomials, the convergence of the energy toward the correct value is extremely slow thereby demonstrating the real efficiency of our new sturmian approach. Table 1 . Convergence of the ground state energy as well as the energy of the first and second excited states of He within the independent electron model as a function of the number N of hyperangular sturmian functions and, for comparison, of the number of Jacobi polynomials included in the basis. The exact value of each energy is given at the bottom of each column. All energies are expressed in a.u.
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Jacobi polynomials In Table 2 , we analyze the convergence of the ground state energy of H − , including the electron-electron interaction term, as a function of the number of (l 1 , l 2 ) pairs of electron angular momenta. We present two sets of results. For the first set, the number of hyperangular and hyperradial sturmians is equal to 5 while it is equal to 8 and 7 respectively for the second one. In both cases, κ = 0.8 and Z = 0.7. Our results are compared to those of Foumouo et al. who used a system of spherical coordinates and a basis of products of Coulomb sturmians of the radial coordinates and bipolar harmonics of the angular coordinates. For completeness, we also give a very accurate value of this energy obtained by Drake [33] . The first point to underline is the very small number of hyperangular and hyperradial sturmians needed to get a relatively accurate result for the ground state energy of H − . By contrast, the sturmian method based on the spherical coordinates [32] requires bases of much bigger size. The second point to un- Table 2 . Convergence of the absolute value of the ground state energy in a.u. of H − as a function of the number of (l 1 , l 2 ) pairs included in the basis and of the basis size. The nonlinear parameters κ = 0.8 and Z = 0.7. The number of hyperangular and hyperradial sturmians is 5 for the results in the third column and 8 and 7 respectively for the results given in the fifth column. The data in the last column are from [32] and the accurate value of this energy has been taken from [33] .
. derline is the slow convergence of this ground state energy as a function of the number of (l 1 , l 2 ) pairs. It is important to stress that the present approach like all approaches of configuration-interaction type do not satisfy the Kato cusp condition associated with the coalescence of the two electrons [36] . This leads to a slow convergence which is only acute however in the case of the ground state where both electrons are strongly confined. By contrast, correlated bases in which the basis functions depend explicitly on the interelectronic distances, do satisfy the Kato cusp condition. These bases which usually require prohibitively large matrix sizes, give very accurate results. For our final purpose namely the time-propagation of a two-electron wave packet, the accuracy reached in the present calculations of the ground state energy is more than enough.
In Table 3 , we consider the ground state energy of He and study its convergence as a function of the number of (l 1 , l 2 ) pairs. The nonlinear parameters are κ = 2 and Z = 2. The number of hyperangular and hyperradial sturmians is equal to 5. As in the previous case, the size of the basis needed to get a relatively accurate result is significantly smaller than in the case where the spherical coordinate system is used [34, 32] . The same conclusions as above regarding the slow convergence of the results as a function Table 3 . Convergence of the absolute value of the ground state energy in a.u. of He as a function of the number of (l 1 , l 2 ) pairs included in the basis and of the basis size. The nonlinear parameters are κ = 2 and Z = 2. The number of hyperangular and hyperradial sturmians is 5. The present results are compared to the data from [34] and [32] . The accurate value of the ground state energy has been taken from [35] . of the number of pairs (l 1 , l 2 ) hold.
In Table 4 , we present results for the energies of the first five singly excited singlet states of He for L=0, 1 and 2. These data result from a single diagonalization of the hamiltonian matrix in our sturmian basis. In the present case, it is necessary to optimize the basis by introducing several set (κ, Z) of nonlinear parameters. We use 10 hyperradial sturmians with κ = 1 and 40 with κ = 0.3 as well as 6 hyperangular sturmians with Z = 0.7 and 44 with Z = 0.5. We have included five (l 1 , l 2 ) pairs of electron angular momenta. Our results are compared to Lagmago's results [34] who used an optimized sturmian basis in the spherical coordinate system. Note that this latter method is particularly suitable to calculate the energy of high asymmetrically excited states with an accuracy similar to the one obtained with correlated bases. In Table 4 where we consider low-lying excited states, we see that the present results are in most of the cases slightly more accurate than Lagmago's results in the sense that they are closer to the value obtained with correlated bases (see [35] for S states and [37] for P and D states). The results for singly excited triplet states are presented in Table 5 where we use the same sturmian basis as in Table 4 . Note that Pauli's principle Table 4 . Absolute value of the energy in a.u. of the first five singly excited singlet states of helium for L=0, 1 and 2. (a), the present results, (b) results from [34] and (c) results from [35] for L=0 and from [37] prevents the coalescence of the two electrons to occur. As a result, the fact that the Kato cusp condition is not fulfilled has a weaker impact on the accuracy of the results. From Table 5 , we see that the results obtained with the present approach are very close to Lagmago's results [34] and compare rather well with the accurate data given in [35] .
In Table 6 , we consider the first doubly excited states of H − for L = 0, 1 and 2. The width of these states is defined as twice the imaginary part of the corresponding eigenenergy of the complex scaled hamiltonian. As for the singly excited states of He, several pairs of nonlinear parameters have to be used within the same basis to generate many accurate energies within a single diagonalization. However, it is important at this stage to pay attention to the following point. By contrast to atoms, the spectrum of negative ions contains shape resonances which do not reduce to doubly excited bound states when the electron-electron interaction term is artificially switched off. In that Table 5 . Absolute value of the energy in a.u. of the first five singly excited triplet states of helium for L=0, 1 and 2. (a), the present results, (b) results from [34] and (c) results from [35] . The same sturmian basis as in Table 4 case, the choice of adequate values for κ is no longer obvious. We checked that small values of this nonlinear parameters have to be included in the basis. In addition, since the width of these shape resonances is rather large, the angle θ of complex scaling must be relatively large. In the present case, θ = 0.25 in radians and we used 20 hyperradial sturmians with κ = 0.8, 20 with κ = 0.5 and 20 with κ = 0.1 as well as 10 hyperangular sturmians with Z = 0.7 and 40 with Z = 0.5. For the results presented in Table 6 , we checked that it is sufficient to take five (l 1 , l 2 ) pairs into account. Our results are compared to data which have been obtained, for all of them, by means of explicitly correlated bases. We clearly see on Table 6 that the present basis which is not explicitly correlated in the sense that it does not satisfy the Kato cusp condition, provides rather accurate results, even for shape resonances, that compare very well with those obtained with explicitly correlated bases.
Finally, we present in Table 7 our results for oscillator strengths corresponding to S → P transitions in helium. These calculations, which have been performed in the Table 6 . Absolute value of the energy in a.u. and width in a.u. of the lowest doubly excited states of H − for L=0, 1 and 2. The present results are shown in the last two columns. They are obtained with 20 hyperradial sturmians with κ = 0.8, 20 with κ = 0.5 and 20 with κ = 0.1 as well as 10 hyperangular sturmians with Z = 0.7 and 40 with Z = 0.5. Five (l 1 , l 2 ) pairs are included in the calculations. Our present results are compared to data, the reference of which is indicated in the Table, and which 
Conclusion and perspective
In this contribution, we have developed an efficient ab initio spectral approach to calculate the energy spectrum of a two-active electron atom in a system of hyperspherical coordinates. The key point of this approach is the introduction in our basis of new sturmian functions of the hyperangle. These functions which form a complete set, are solution of a Sturm-Liouville equation that treats exactly the electron-nucleus interaction and the radial electron-electron correlation term. As a result, the size of the hyperangular sturmian basis needed for an accurate description of most of the energy eigenfunctions is remarkably small. For the hyperradial part of our basis, it is equally convenient to use Coulomb sturmians since in terms of the hyperradius, the problem is purely coulombic. In addition, both the hyperangular and the hyperradial sturmians depend on two nonlinear parameters namely a weighted mean effective charge Z and a wave vector κ respectively. By introducing various sets (Z, κ) of nonlinear parameters which are chosen on physical grounds we are able to generate a large number of atomic state energies through a single diagonalization of the hamiltonian while significantly reducing the size of the basis. In order to assess the efficiency of the present method we have calculated the energy of the ground state and various excited states of He as well as the ground state energy and the energy and width of the first doubly excited states of H − for three values of the total angular momentum. Our results compare very well with the data provided by other approaches including those which use an explicitly correlated basis. The same conclusions apply to the calculation of oscillator strengths in helium. By using the length gauge, we showed that the accuracy of the bound state wave functions generated with the present method is very good even at large distances.
Our main objective is to use this spectral approach to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation to treat the interaction of atoms with strong laser fields. Within this context, this approach has two major advantages. First, it can be generalized easily to the treatment of atomic systems with more than two active electrons. Indeed, the atomic hamiltonian keeps exactly the same structure as for atomic hydrogen in which the electrostatic potential is replaced by an effective charge function of various hyperangles divided by the hyperradius. Second, irrespective of the number of active electrons, there is always only one coordinate, namely the hyperradius, which is unbound. This makes easier the implementation of various methods such as t-SURFF [44] and the time-scaled coordinate method [45, 46] aimed at extracting from the final many electron wave packet the information on the electron energy spectra. However by contrast to the electronic structure calculations, the Coulomb sturmian functions are less adapted to describe accurately the continua. In this case, B-splines, finite elements or even finite difference techniques may be easily implemented.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we give the general expression of the electric-dipole matrix elements in our sturmian basis. More details about the calculation of some of the expressions presented here are given in [47] . The electric-dipole matrix elements are denoted by D L in the length gauge and by D V in the velocity gauge. Their integral expression is:
where we use the usual Dirac notations. The angular factors present in expressions (52) and (53) are easy to calculate. They can be expressed in terms of the following terms:
We have:
